Who Can Apply?

The candidates with degrees from high schools equal to Turkish high schools satisfying the conditions of this announcement can apply to undergraduate programs at Başkent University provided that they follow the instructions below:

The candidates satisfying one of the following citizenship conditions are eligible to apply to degree programs:

1) **Foreign national students**;(foreign national applicants who are at the final year of their secondary education or have qualified to graduate, applications shall be accepted)

2) **Natural born citizens of the Republic of Turkey** who have been permitted by the Turkish Ministry of Interior Affairs to abandon their citizenship and who hold an “Official Document for the Use of Rights Granted by the Turkish Citizenship Law”

3) Natural born citizens of a foreign country who later acquired Turkish citizenship or such applicants who have dual citizenship;

4) **Turkish citizens who completed their entire secondary education in a foreign country** excluding the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC), including those who have fully completed their secondary education at a Turkish school in a foreign country;

5) **Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) citizens** having residency in the TRNC who completed their secondary education in the TRNC and received a **General Certificate of Education Advanced Level (GCE AL)**, and such applicants who completed their secondary education between 2005 and 2010 in another country and received or expected to receive a GCE AL.